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Details of Visit:

Author: CheeseInferno
Location 2: Camberley
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 18 Feb 2015 14:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Independent Angels
Website: http://www.independentangels.co.uk
Phone: 07780166374

The Premises:

Decent enough generic working flat in Camberley, good parking in safe multi story next door.

The Lady:

Skinny as a rake, didn't match up too much to the image I had from their site especially as she's
covered in tattoos which aren't shown on her profile

The Story:

You know those times when your dick rules your head? This was one of them! In the area and
feeling up for some fun. Tried a few AW profiles but couldn't find what I wanted so fell back to
looking at the Independent Angels site which I'd been meaning to try for some time. Spoke to lovely
lady on phone and booked everything in, directed in from nearby car park to the flat they use.
Introduced to Sienna who didn't match up too much to the image I had, especially as she's covered
in tattoos which aren't shown on her profile.

Very functional experience, bit of oral on her (which to be fair she enjoyed and got very wet). One
fuck in a couple of positions before coming on her tits. Kept complaining about my size, pushing
back to stop me entering fully etc, all the old parlour tricks. Was quite clear by her manner after that
an hour's punt still only meant cum once which for £140 is steep. Tried to charge an extra 20 for
CIM too which is cheeky!

The thing is, she's a nice enough girl, warmed up more and was chatty afterwards but was just in
this to cover and was more interested in when she was clocking off and how to drive back to Milton
Keynes.

Would I return? Nah, not to her nor this agency. Head to rule dick next time!!
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